
KV AFS RAJOKRI, NEW DELHI 

HOLIDAY HOME WORK (SUMMER VACATION-2023) 

*Class III * *Summer Vacation HHW* 
( 8/5/23 to 16/6/23) 
 
*English Holiday HW* 
1)  Read and learn chapter 1, 2 and 3. 
2) Prepare a project on the topic *On water* list some activities for which you need 
water on a daily basis and write their *ing* form . For an example - Drink+ing 
=Drinking  
• Prepare a video presentation of entire project. 
3) Do the worksheets given. ( Take printout and fill the worksheets) 
4) Learn any two new words daily, learn it's spelling and make sentence with it.(A4 
sheet) 
5) write half a page cursive writing in your cursive /four rule book. 

 

CLASS - III  

SUMMER VACATIONS HOMEWORK  

1. Write and learn counting 1 to 1000 (Numeral and Number names both). 

2. Learn and write tables 1 to 20. 

3. Do practice all the sums of Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 (Book questions also). 

4. Do the worksheets given ( Take printouts and fill the worksheets). 

5. Prepare a project on the topic (Do all work on A-4 size sheet). 

                  "WATER" 

         ● How many containers you use at   home for storage of water ( also draw pictures). 

        ● How many glasses of water you can drink in a day. 

       ● Which is the biggest and the smallest container used at your home. 

      ● Arrange containers in ascending and descending order (Take picture and paste). 

Class III * *Summer Vacation HHW 

( 8/5/23 to 16/6/23) 

 

EVS Holiday HW 

1)  Read and learn chapter 1, 2 and 3. 

2) Prepare a project on the topic ‘Different  Forms of Water’. 

•Click pictures and paste them on A4 sheet with short explanation of how 

and where you find that form of water. 



• Prepare a video presentation of entire project. 

3) Do the worksheets given. ( Take printout and fill the worksheets) 

Holidays HW English  class 5 
Learn all the exercises done till now. 
Write 20 page handwriting.  
Listen to BBC news daily. 
Write a para on " How I spend my summer vacation" 
Make 2  puppets 
Make a file cover n decorate it.( Best out of waste) 
Make any object with Icecream  sticks. 
Read Lesson 1 to Flying together. 
Write  two poems from outside  and learn it. 

 

English class 4 HW for summer vacation  
Revise n learn all the lessons taught till now. 
Write 20 pages handwriting  neatly. 
Write 2 poems from outside the book n learn it. 
Listen to BBC news daily. 
Make 2 puppets n 2 masks 
Make 2 welcome cards. 
Write 20 words from lesson 1,2 3 and make sentences. 
 

 

Class – 3 Computer (Tux Paint)- Technofun  

 



 

 

 

Class – 4 Computer (Tux Paint)- Technofun  

 

 



 

 

 

Class – 5  computer (Technofum) 

 



 

 



 

 

 

 

 


